The game of power: Successful self-presentation

Women in top positions are still the exception.

This is often caused by an unofficial, invisible barrier. In this workshop we look behind the hidden rules of the phenomenon. With tips and practical exercises we show how male and female specific behavior affect career chances – and how you can use these differences to your advantage.

And: Successful self-presentation requires a clearly defined profile and core. In this course you get to refine your individual profile with the help of a trademark model.

Lecturer: Marion Knaths, management consultant
Organizer: CIN - Board for the Advancement of Women
Date: December 11th - 12th, 2009 (9 am - 5 pm)
Place: Alte Anatomie, Österbergstr. 3, room 22.1
Registration: per email to baw@cin.uni-tuebingen.de

Deadline: Dec, 3rd!!